Spinal cord protection during open repair of thoracic and thoracoabdominal aortic aneurysms using profound hypothermia and circulatory arrest.
Reduced risk of paraplegia is argued as an advantage of endovascular repair of descending thoracic aortic aneurysms (DTA) and thoracoabdominal aortic aneurysms (TAAA); however, paraplegia rates with open repair vary widely. We identified consecutive patients undergoing open repair of TAAA or DTA with or without arch replacement using profound hypothermia and circulatory arrest as a spinal cord protection strategy on a single surgical service between June 1, 2001 and September 20, 2010. Ninety-nine procedures were performed in 94 patients with a mean age of 59 years (range 19 to 84 years), 56 of whom were male (60%). The extent of repair was TAAA in 37 (Crawford extent I in 6, extent II in 28, and extent III in 3), DTA in 37, and DTA plus arch in 25. Surgery was urgent or emergent in 25 patients (25%). Operative mortality (30-day) was 10% (10 of 99), including a mortality of 12% for arch DTA (3 of 26), 11% for TAAA (4 of 25), and 5% for isolated DTA (2 of 37). There were 11 (11%) strokes and 11 patients experienced renal failure (7 with dialysis). There were 15 late deaths and survival at 5 years was 74% (95% CI, 62.4-88.2%). No patients experienced paraplegia, although one had delayed paraparesis thought to be secondary to refractory hypotension postoperatively. Although the mortality and stroke risks for patients undergoing repair of DTA or TAAA using profound hypothermia and circulatory arrest are substantial, the risk for paraplegia is low. In appropriately selected patients, profound hypothermia and circulatory arrest should be the preferred technique for spinal cord protection for DTA and TAAA.